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Search Engine Optimisation, better known as SEO, is a pretty recent topic. This articles deals with
giving basic information about SEO and a list of top SEO companies around the world, along with a
few tips to find the affordable SEO Company amongst the top firms! Let us start with the basic
debate of what SEO actually means. Search Engine Optimization generally means improving the
overall ranking of the company in the list of results during a search. It is usually done by unpaid or
natural ways. When this â€˜rankingâ€™ improves, the website obviously gets increased number of hits,
thus increasing its popularity. For this, Search Engine Optimizers are sought. This is an advanced
way of marketing. Given below is the list of topmost SEO companies.

Top SEO companies - an overview

The ranking of the following companies are based on needs and keywords analysis, on-page and
off-page optimization, and their reporting methods.

â€¢	The organisation which tops the charts is Netmark.com. Founded in the year 2007, it has scored
cent per cent in all aspects. They have a relatively low employee strength and charge moderately
for their assignments. These facts could have worked well for them.

â€¢	The next in line is Higher Visibility. It is interesting to note that it was founded in the same year as
the earlier firm. This company fell short of the perfect 100% just by 3%. The company had even
lower employee roll and the charge was categorised as medium.

â€¢	SEOP follows the list by being in the rank no. 3. The competition was stiff between the second and
third ranked players; however SEOP lost the race just by 1%. Their score on the above basis was
96%. Moderate employee strength and medium charge are characteristics of SEOP.

â€¢	The next firm which gives a neck-to-neck fight to the second and third organisation is LSF
Interactive. It fell short by just 1% and could not get the third place. LSF Interactive has relatively
high employee strength and also a high fee structure. These factors might have affected the
performance.

â€¢	Fifth-ranked company is ArteWorks SEO. It has a 90% score when evaluated on the above
mentioned criteria.

Selecting economical SEO companies:

Economic SEO companies can either give a boom or can spell doom for your business. An
approach which is only cost-conscious while selecting a SEO can be a self-destructive move on
your part. This is because the internet is the biggest source of advertisements today. If not ranked
properly in a search engine, the organisation might face cyber isolation and lose a lot of business.
The top SEO companies reflect either high charge or heavy volume. The second grade SEO firms
are bound to stretch their ability to achieve greatness. Hence, for small firms, the second category
suits best. The best probable way to go about selecting an affordable SEO company would be to list
all the affordable SEO companies (in your perspective) and choose the best ranked!
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Steven Smith - About Author:
Steven Smith recommends internet-based businesses to hire one of the a top SEO companies. He
offers high-quality services through his a affordable SEO company â€“ VMtactics. Visit the website to
see their various optimization packages and choose one suiting your business. Contact for a free
quote today!
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